Abstract

Visual search re-ranking defined as re-ordering visual documents like image, videos etc. based on the initial search. Ranking the multimedia content like images, videos are a challenging research topic in the noisy visual environment. Now days, leading search engines are fully depends on the description, title, surrounding information of an image which produce irrelevant image which are not equal to visual content. In this paper, a new approach proposed to improve the visual search precision level. First, the initial ranking occurred based on the textual information like tag, description relevancy which didn’t produce relevant images. Second, by using visual query examples in the search engine to filter the images based on feature. The visual equivalence between the images calculated to increase the relevance results. Mainly the Equivalence Re-ranking approach focused on the relationship between the concepts of documents considered to reorder the initial search result with higher resolution images for
optimizing the list of images. And by avoiding and removing irrelevant image along with the low resolution images by re-ranking approach, will increase the performance of search engine.
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